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TIME IS FLYING

Parmigiani Fleurier,
the quest for essentials
Parmigiani Fleurier is rewriting watchmaking tradition on its quest
for purity and innovation – as reflected in the Tonda PF GMT
Rattrapante, a refined world-first combining discreet complexity
with user-friendly practicality.
This new timepiece embodies the spirit of the brand, which
renounces ostentation in favor of thoughtful design, harmonious
proportions, and intense devotion to details. The model’s “sartorial”
approach speaks to a savvy circle of connoisseurs while honoring
established watchmaking culture, becoming the latest in a long line of
world premieres that have punctuated the brand’s history since 2003.
Alongside the Tonda PF GMT Rattrapante, Parmigiani Fleurier
presents four other sophisticated novelties: the Tonda PF Skeleton;
the Tonda PF Flying Tourbillon; and in a sportier vein, new versions
of the Tonda GT Chronograph. The common denominators are a
knurled bezel, a discreet yet strong visual signature of the collection;
teardrop-shaped lugs that gracefully extend the case; and a spacious,
uncluttered dial accentuated by a Grain d’Orge guilloché – or
barleycorn - pattern. This understated creativity continues the quest
for essentials embarked upon last September with the introduction
of the Tonda PF.

“I feel we are living in a new era of watchmaking. Watch purists
are seeking creativity and innovation in a way that they haven’t
since the 1970s. In just the few months since its launch, the
Tonda PF has exceeded our highest expectations, establishing
itself as a statement of this style of unostentatious high horology.
In 2022, we are excited to further expand and develop this
collection while respecting still the core values that have made
it a success. With a few carefully chosen creations, we aim to
push the boundaries of the GMT watch with a world premiere,
and further to interpret the Tonda PF’s purist style in new
Skeleton and Tourbillon versions.”
— Guido Terreni, CEO Parmigiani Fleurier

Parmigiani Fleurier’s adoption of this new style vocabulary was made
possible by a vertically integrated industrial structure, encompassing
the full range of high-end watchmaking expertise within the brand.
This is reflected in the new timepieces introduced at Watches and
Wonders, intended for devotees of the exceptional, for connoisseurs
whose interests lie outside the mainstream.

TIME CREATES
WORKS OF ART
Mythology of Nature

Photography: Philippe Fragnière

“If you learn to look,
art will reveal itself.”

Michel Parmigiani

“Art is all around us. It is in nature,
in the harmony of its proportions,
and in the attention paid to each detail.
A world of wonders is unveiled to those
who have learned how to look.”
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TONDA PF MICRO-ROTOR
The Tonda PF Micro-Rotor measures
40 mm in diameter and owes its
pure aesthetic to its warm grey,
matte guilloché dial. A new version
of Parmigiani Fleurier's fundamental
movement, the self-winding PF703,
beats inside; this ultra-slim, 3-mmthick engine incorporates a full
platinum micro-rotor, integrated inside
the movement's structure rather
than swinging on top of it. The slimmer
caliber ensures that the Tonda PF
Micro-Rotor stands a mere 7.8 mm
high on the wrist, ensuring comfort
and elegance.
20

In a rare and exclusive combination, it
features hours, minutes and date. The
date disc is the exact same color as the
minute track, establishing a consistent
colorway. Combined with its slimness
and sleekness, this makes the Tonda
PF Micro-Rotor a refined everyday
timepiece for literally any occasion.
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TONDA PF MICRO-ROTOR
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TONDA PF MICRO-ROTOR

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Color: Grey
Index: Rhodium plated appliques
Steel and platinium
PFC914-1020001-100182
25
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FUNCTIONS

COMPONENTS

Hours, minutes, date

In an unusual and exclusive combination,
it features hours, minutes and date. The date
disc is the exact same color as the minute
track's, creating a consistent colorway.
Combined with its slimness and sleekness,
this makes the Tonda PF Micro-Rotor a
refined everyday timepiece that can literally
be worn on any occasion.

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF703
Winding: Automatic
Total dimensions: 13 ¼’’’ - Ø 30.0 mm
Thickness: 3.07 mm
Frequency: 3 Hz - 21’600 A/h
Power Reserve: 48 hours
No. of components: 160
NB of jewels: 29

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Diameter: 40.00 mm
Material: Stainless steel and rose gold
Thickness: 7.8 mm
Water-Resistance: 100 m
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Back: Sapphire

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Color: Grey
Index: 18ct rose gold appliques
Gold
PFC914-2020001-200182
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TONDA PF

GMT RATTRAPANTE
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TONDA PF GMT RATTRAPANTE
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At the forefront of the Parmigiani
Fleurier 2022 releases is a watch
with a world premiere complication,
the Tonda PF GMT Rattrapante
— a dual-time watch that operates
with the sublime user-friendliness
of a chronograph. The watch has two
superimposed hour hands, one in
rhodium-plated gold, the other in rose
gold. Pressing a pusher at 8 o’clock
moves the upper rhodium-plated gold
forward in one-hour jumps to indicate
the wearer’s local time, while the lower
rose gold hand remains stationary to
continue displaying the “home time” or
reference time. Pressing the rose-gold
push button integrated into the crown
instantly returns the rhodium-plated
hand back to its original position atop
the rose gold hand— in the manner
of a split-seconds chronograph hand
— when the second time zone display
is no longer required, i.e., when a
traveler wearing the watch returns
home. This highly useful complication
distinguishes the Tonda PF GMT
Rattrapante as an ideal watch for
savvy globetrotters.

angles, highlighting the interaction
between shiny and matte surfaces
as well as the finely knurled details
of the bezel, which has been forged
from a single piece of platinum.
In its well-honed sartorial and
architectural approach to design,
Parmigiani Fleurier has ensured that
the silhouette of the case is perfectly
structured, with the lugs flowing
seamlessly from the steel case middle
into the bracelet’s side links. This subtle
yet quintessential detail completes the
watch’s solidly sophisticated character.

The barleycorn guilloché pattern
enhances the “Milano blue” dial
and harmonizes elegantly with the
sandblasted minutes track on its
periphery. The overall visual effect is
particularly striking at certain lighting
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TONDA PF GMT RATTRAPANTE
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Connecting those
who are far away.

“In watchmaking there is a permanent tension between aesthetic
and technique, as if there are two separate worlds that must coexist.
This is even reflected in the word used to describe the components
conveying the design of a timepiece, the watch exterior elements
collectively referred to in French as “habillage”, meaning “that which
attires the movement”. To me, the way you develop a complication
has incredible implications on the mood of the watch and hence on
its design. The world-first Tonda PF GMT Rattrapante pushes the
boundaries of watchmaking, reinventing one of the most coveted
and useful functions and embodying Parmigiani Fleurier’s discreet,
unostentatious spirit through uncompromising technical choices.”
— Guido Terreni, CEO Parmigiani Fleurier
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TONDA PF GMT RATTRAPANTE
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TONDA PF GMT RATTRAPANTE

Steel
PFC905-1020001-100182

FUNCTIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Hours, minutes, split GMT

Caliber PF051
Automatic winding manufacture movement
with split GMT function and rose gold
micro-rotor
Power reserve: 48 hours
Frequency: 21,600 Vph (3 Hz)
Jewels: 31
No. of components: 207
Diameter: 30 mm
Thickness: 4.9 mm
Decoration: Côtes de Genève, Perlage
Oscillating weight: 22ct rose gold micro-rotor,
Grain d’Orge guilloché

Polished and satin-finished stainless
steel with platinum 950 knurled bezel
Diameter: 40 mm
Thickness: 10.7 mm
Crown: Ø 5.5 mm with 18ct rose gold
“Back-home” pusher
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Case back: sapphire glass
Engraving on case back: serial number –
“PARMIGIANI FLEURIER”
Water resistance: 60m

Color: Milano blue
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Indices: hand-applied 18ct gold
rhodium-plated appliques

HANDS
Local time hours and minutes: 18ct gold
rhodium-plated skeletonized delta-shaped
Home time hours: 18ct rose gold skeletonized
delta-shaped
BRACELET
Polished and satin-finished stainless
steel bracelet
Closure: stainless steel folding clasp
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TONDA PF CHRONOGRAPH
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TONDA PF CHRONOGRAPH

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Color: Blue
Index: Rhodium plated appliques
Steel
PFC915-1020001-100182
47

FUNCTIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Hours, minutes, small seconds,
date and chronograph

Caliber: PF070-COSC
Winding: Automatic
Dimensions: 13 ½’’’ - Ø 30.6 mm
Thickness: 6.95 mm
Frequency: 5 Hz – 36’000 A/h
Power Reserve: 65 hours
No. of components: 315
No. of jewels: 42

COMPONENTS
Parmigiani Fleurier maintains an almost flush
surface by using thinly sandblasted minute
track and counter outlines on the discrete
blue dial. The pushers have been fused with
the profile of the Tonda PF Chronograph’s lugs.
This model, along with the Tonda PF Annual
Calendar, premieres a new oscillating weight
in 22ct rose gold, widely openworked with a
central PF logo medallion.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 42.00 mm
Material: Stainless steel and rose gold
Thickness: 12.4 mm
Water Resistance: 100 m
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Back: Sapphire

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Color: Blue
Index: 18ct rose gold appliques
Gold
PFC915-2020001-200182
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TONDA PF ANNUAL CALENDAR
The measurement of time is as old as
human history, and the highest levels
of watchmaking have been devoted
to this quest to master the course of
time and solve its mysteries. Parmigiani
Fleurier demonstrates its expertise in
this ancient craft with the Tonda PF
Annual Calendar, now outfitted with
a brown alligator leather strap to
accessorize with the deep gray dial
— a subtle chromatic combination
for a watch that is just as elegant in its
18ct rose gold iteration.

52

The sophisticated mechanism inside
the Tonda PF Annual Calendar delivers
a wealth of complex information while
meeting the requirements of clarity
and readability traditionally expected
of an Annual Calendar. The balanced
layout of the Grain d’Orge guilloché dial
embodies subtlety of design while also
ensuring legibility of its various displays.
Champion of Time Mastery
The 42mm case houses the
manufacture Caliber PF339, which
displays a retrograde date, day, and
month, along with a dual-hemisphere
moon-phase with a precision of 122
years. These functions complement
the traditional indication of the hour,
minutes and seconds, comprising an
amalgam of temporal, astronomical,
and calendar information that adheres
to the aesthetic purity that Parmigiani
Fleurier demands.
COLLECTION 2022

TONDA PF ANNUAL CALENDAR
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TONDA PF ANNUAL CALENDAR

FUNCTIONS
Hours, minutes, seconds,
retrograde annual calendar
and precision moon phases
CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 42.00 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold and
stainless steel
Thickness: 11.1 mm
Water-Resistance: 100 m
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective
sapphire
Back: Sapphire

COMPONENTS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

By pushing the date outwards onto the minute
track and using discretely outlined counters on
the warm grey guilloché dial, Parmigiani Fleurier
has managed to balance the pared-down
equilibrium of the collection’s design language
and an elaborate layout.

Caliber: PF339
Winding: Automatic
Dimensions: 12’’’ – Ø 27.1 mm
Thickness: 5.5 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Power Reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 359
No. of jewels: 32

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Color: Grey
Indices: Rhodium plated appliques
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Steel
PFC907-1020001-200182
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DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Color: Grey
Indices: 18ct rose gold appliques
Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Grain d’Orge guilloché
Gold
PFC907-2020001-200182
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TONDA PF
SKELETON
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TONDA PF SKELETON
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The art of skeletonization in
watchmaking is generally a process
by which an existing movement is
opened up, with pieces carved out
to reveal only the most essential
components as a visual treat for the
connoisseur’s eye. For the two new
Tonda PF Skeleton models — one in
18ct rose gold and one in stainless steel
and platinum — Parmigiani Fleurier
took a different approach, one that
reflects its core values of purity and
restraint with an uncompromising eye
for detail. The new PF777 caliber was
designed to reveal its organic life while
preserving its balance and volume. Its
artistic openworking has been carefully
executed to make the best of both solid
parts and open voids, allowing light to
pour into the heart of the self-winding
movement, comprised of 187 parts,
and illuminate its meticulously handchamfered latticework.

alternating sandblasted and satinbrushed surfaces and suspended
hour markers. Two openworked hands
glide over the large dial opening, which
retains only a chapter ring to facilitate
the reading of the time. The knurled,
polished bezel catches light beautifully
and the supple, smooth-flowing
bracelet adds contemporary appeal.
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Visible through the transparent
caseback, the oscillating weight is
crafted in 22ct rose gold and blends in
fully with the movement’s airy overall
structure. Also openworked is the
barrel, whose structure allows for the
steady contracting and relaxing of the
mainspring, which drives the balance at
28,800 vibrations per hour, to be viewed.
The 40mm case and graphite-colored,
openworked dial also display the
uncompromising aesthetic and
chromatic codes of the brand, with
COLLECTION 2022
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TONDA PF SKELETON

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Color: graphite
Finishing: sand-blasted
and satin finished
Indices: hand-applied 18ct rose
gold appliques
Steel
PFC912-1020001-100182
67

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Polished and satin-finished stainless steel
with platinum 950 knurled bezel and rose
gold.
Diameter: 40 mm
Thickness: 8.5 mm
Crown: Ø 4.3 mm, screwed-in
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Case back: sapphire glass
Engraving on case back:
serial number –
“PARMIGIANI FLEURIER”
Water resistance: 100 m

Caliber PF777
Automatic winding manufacture movement
Power reserve: 60 hours
Frequency: 28,800 Vph (4 Hz)
Jewels: 29
No. of components: 187
Diameter: 30 mm
Thickness: 3.9 mm
Decoration: satin-finished open worked
bridges, beveled edges Oscillating weight:
22ct rose gold, skeletonized, polished and
sand-blasted

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Color: graphite
Finishing: sand-blasted
and satin-finished
Indices: hand-applied 18ct rose
gold appliques
Gold
PFC912-2020001-200182
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TONDA PF FLYING TOURBILLON
A complication reinterpreted in the
spirit of the brand, the Tonda PF
Flying Tourbillon plays on paradoxes,
marrying technical sophistication
with aesthetic simplicity. With its
pure lines, this creation embodies the
stylistic vision of Parmigiani Fleurier
and elevates it to another level.
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The new timepiece is noble in both
material and spirit. Both the case
and the dial are made of sandblasted
950 platinum. Concealed beneath
the precious metal is the Caliber
PF517, developed in-house within
the interconnected, expert ateliers
of the Parmigiani Watchmaking
Center, equipped with a flying
tourbillon and a platinum micro-rotor
for automatic winding.
The large, circular dial opening draws
the viewer’s gaze to the rotating flying
tourbillon, initiating a visual journey into
the watch’s organic heart. The rest of
the dial shows only essential elements,
with no trace of anything superfluous.

Secured to the wrist by a platinum
bracelet, this ideally proportioned
42mm watch is fitted with a screwedin crown, guaranteeing waterresistance to 100 meters, and the
emblematic knurled and polished
bezel. Its sapphire crystal caseback
showcases several of the 207 parts
that make up its mechanical, selfwinding caliber.
Designed, produced and assembled
by the artisans of the Parmigiani
Fleurier watchmaking division, the
PF517 movement is accurate, durable
and finished to the pinnacle of Haute
Horlogerie standards (bevelling,
circular graining and Côtes de
Genève). Elegant and sleek at just 8.6
mm thick, the full-platinum timepiece
reflects the spirit of the Maison’s 25th
anniversary, following in the footsteps
of the Tonda PF Split-Seconds
Chronograph launched in September
2021. This exclusive creation is issued
in a 25-piece limited edition.

COLLECTION 2022

TONDA PF FLYING TOURBILLON
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TONDA PF FLYING TOURBILLON

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Material: Platinum 950
Finishing: sand-blasted
Indices: hand-applied 18ct gold
rhodium plated appliques
Platinum
PFH921-2020001-200182
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HANDS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

18ct gold rhodium-plated
skeletonized delta-shaped

Caliber: PF517 – automatic
winding manufacture movement
with flying tourbillon and platinum
950 micro-rotor
Power reserve: 48 hours
Frequency: 21,600 Vph (3 Hz)
Jewels: 29
No. of components: 207
Diameter: 32 mm
Thickness: 3.4 mm
Decoration: Circular Côtes de
Genève, Perlage, beveled edges
Oscillating weight: platinum 950
micro-rotor, Grain d’Orge guilloché

Polished and satin-finished platinum
950 with knurled bezel
Diameter: 42 mm
Thickness: 8.6 mm
Crown: Ø 4.3 mm, screwed-in
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Case back: sapphire glass
Engraving on case back: serial
number – “PARMIGIANI FLEURIER”
Water resistance: 100 m

BRACELET
Polished and satin-finished
platinum 950 bracelet
Closure: 18ct white gold folding
clasp

COLLECTION 2022
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TONDA PF SPLIT-SECONDS
CHRONOGRAPH
The Tonda PF is an entirely new collection of timepieces
within the Tonda family, featuring Parmigiani Fleurier’s
most distinctive complications from the outset.
Parmigiani Fleurier is grooming a limited series of the
Tonda PF Split Seconds Chronograph. Fitting for a
25th Anniversary, its 25 pieces feature a dial, case and
bracelet made of platinum 950, whose high frequency,
openworked, split seconds chronograph movement
is built out of solid gold.
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DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
FUNCTIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Hours, minutes,
small seconds and chronograph

Caliber: PF361
Winding: Manual
Dimensions: 13 ½’’’ – Ø 30.6 mm
Thickness: 8.4 mm
Frequency: 5 Hz – 36’000 A/h
Power Reserve: 65 hours
No. of components: 328
No. of jewels: 35

COMPONENTS
Parmigiani Fleurier maintains an almost flush
surface by using thinly sandblasted minute track
and counter outlines on the discrete blue dial.
The pushers have been fused with the profile of the
Tonda PF Chronograph’s lugs. This model, along
with the Tonda PF Annual Calendar, premieres
a new oscillating weight in 22ct rose gold, widely
openworked with a central PF logo medallion.

Hands: Delta-shaped
Finishing: Sand-blasted
Color: Grey
Index: 18ct white gold appliques
Platinum
PFH916-2010001-200182

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Diameter: 42mm
Material: Platinum 950
Thickness: 15 mm
Water Resistance: 100 m
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire
Back: Sapphire
COLLECTION 2022
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MOVEMENT PF703

MOVEMENT PF051

MOVEMENT PF777

MOVEMENT PF517

The Tonda PF Micro-Rotor measures 40 mm in diameter
and owes its pure aesthetic to the uncluttered warm
grey, matte guilloché dial. It inaugurates a new version
of Parmaigiani Fleurier’s fundamental movement, the
PF703. This ultra-slim, 3 mm thick engine is selfwinding
thanks to a full platinum micro-rotor. This diminutive
oscillating weight is integrated inside the movement’s
structure rather than lying on top of it. The gain in
height is considerable. This in turn allows the Tonda
PF Micro-Rotor to measure a mere 7.8 mm on the wrist,
ensuring comfort and elegance.

The Tonda PF GMT Rattrapante measures 40mm in
diameter. This slim 4.9 mm thick automatic mechanism
thanks to its 22ct rose gold micro-rotor integrates a
patented complication which is a World Premiere:
the split GMT function operated through a pusher
integrated to the case at 8 o'clock and displaying
both times thanks to the two hands displaying
simultaneously local and home time. The Rattrapante
push-button integrated on the crown allows to reset
instantly the two hands on the home time position.
Tonda PF GMT Rattrapante owes a Milano Blue
guilloché dial surrounded by a knurled platinum bezel,
signatures of the brand.

Skeletonization generally consists of opening up the
movement as much as possible in order to offer the eye
a visual perspective through which to gaze. Parmigiani
Fleurier takes a different approach: the artistic
openworking of the Tonda PF Skeleton must reveal the
organic life of the movement and its architecture while
preserving its balance and volume.

Designed, produced and assembled by the artisans
of the Parmigiani Fleurier watchmaking division,
this 32 mm diameter PF517 movement – accurate,
durable and finished to the highest Haute Horlogerie
standards (bevelling, circular graining and Côtes de
Genève) – gives life to a timepiece that is accomplished
in every respect.

Encased in the TONDA PF SKELETON

Encased in the TONDA PF FLYING TOURBILLON

Encased in the TONDA PF MICRO-ROTOR

Encased in the TONDA PF GMT RATTRAPANTE
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MOVEMENT PF070-COSC

MOVEMENT PF339

MOVEMENT PF361

The 42 mm Tonda PF Chronograph exemplifies
how a particular design can shift according to the
specific requirements of a complication. The 5 Hz
Caliber PF070 is an integrated, high frequency,
column wheel movement with small seconds and two
registers. Integrating three counters on the Tonda PF
Chronograph’s thinly guilloché dial demands finesse.

The 42 mm Tonda PF Annual Calendar transcends
the aesthetics that had thus far been associated with
Parmigiani Fleurier’s annual calendar movement.
Caliber PF339 presents a retrograde date, day, month
and 122-year moonphase as visible in both hemispheres.
As they come on top of the three usual time-telling
hands, the very nature of the general design of the
collection was at stake.

Caliber PF361 is a new version of the manufacture’s
most high-end caliber, the GPHG-awarded Chronor.
Three characteristics make this movement a truly
exceptional creation. One, its mainplate and bridges are
made of solid 18ct rose gold. Two, they’re extensively
openworked, satin-finished and beveled, even though
the dial is a closed one. Three, it is an integrated, high
frequency split seconds chronograph. It allows optimal
timekeeping of two events starting at the same time,
down to the 10th of a second.

Encased in the TONDA PF CHRONOGRAPH

Encased in the TONDA PF ANNUAL CALENDAR

Encased in the TONDA PF SPLIT-SECONDS
CHRONOGRAPH

COLLECTION 2022
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“It is nature that inspires me,
the proportionality and the harmony
I find in nature and in architecture.”
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Michel Parmigiani

TONDA GT

CHRONOGRAPH
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TONDA GT CHRONOGRAPH
The Tonda GT Chronograph returns to
the forefront with functions and colors
that reflect its sporty spirit within the
realm of high complications. It appears
in two versions: in 18ct rose gold, with
chronograph and big date functions;
and in steel, with chronograph and
annual calendar functions.
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Just as in architecture, the golden
ratio dictates the ideal proportions
and positioning of all the elements of a
timepiece. Both color choices for the
chronograph counters, in Quantum
Grey or Granata, provide a discreet yet
distinctive presence on the expansive
dial while offering exemplary balance
in the overall design.

Horlogerie, this movement beats at
5 Hertz, (36,000 vibrations per hour),
enabling time measurements of up to
12 hours with 1/10th- second precision.
This statement-making chronograph
is water-resistant to 100 meters and
equipped with the distinctive finely
knurled and polished bezel of the
Tonda family. It is mounted on a deep
red or grey rubber strap matching
the subdial colors.

length of all 30-day and 31-day months,
with all month-to-month transitions
happening automatically until the 28th
of February. On the first day of March,
the calendar can be manually adjusted
to change the date from February 29th
to March 1st.

The same color scheme distinguishes
the Tonda GT Chronograph in stainless
steel, also 42 mm in diameter and
water-resistant to 100 meters, which
features an annual calendar and offers
the same knurled bezel and silvertoned “triangular hobnail” guilloché
The Tonda GT Chronograph in 18ct
dial. Its subdials are classically
rose gold houses an integrated, selfarranged along the 3 o’clock to 9
winding chronograph caliber inside
o’clock axis and topped by a double
its 42mm case, behind a silver-toned
guilloché dial with a “triangular hobnail” date window at 12 o’clock.
motif. Elapsed-time measurements are
The in-house, self-winding
displayed on the subdials, positioned
chronograph caliber is endowed
to harmoniously balance the central
big date display with twin apertures at with an annual calendar, a useful
additional complication that is
12 o’clock.
easily adjustable. Comprised of 443
components, it includes a 22ct roseVisible through the transparent
gold oscillating weight, beats at 4
sapphire caseback, this top-quality
Herz (28,800 vph), and enables the
mechanical movement boasts a
wearer of the timepiece the luxury of
65-hour power reserve; among its
not having to reset the watch at the
highlights are a sandblasted 22ct gold
oscillating weight and a column wheel end of any month other than February.
The integrated annual calendar
to drive the chronograph. Finished
mechanism compensates for the
to the highest standards of Haute
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TONDA GT CHRONOGRAPH

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Colour: Rose gold
Index: Rhodium plated appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou
Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

Caliber: PF043
Total dimensions: 13 ¼ ‘’’ – Ø 30.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 45 hours
No. of components: 443
No. of jewels: 56
Thickness: 7.4 mm

Rose gold silver granata

Steel silver grey

PFC903- 2020002-400181

PFC906-1020002-400181
97
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CASE SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Polished and satin-finished 18ct rose
gold with knurled bezel and stainless
steel
Diameter: 42 mm
Thickness: 14.3 mm
Crown: Ø 7.2 mm, screwed-in
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Case back: sapphire glass
Engraving on case back: serial
number
Water resistance: 100 m

Color: silver & Granata
Finishing: clou triangulaire guilloché
Indices: hand-applied 18ct rose gold
appliques with black luminescent
coating

Rose gold silver grey

Steel silver granata

Ref: PFC903- 2020001-400181

PFC906-1020002-400181
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TONDA GT STEEL CHRONOGRAPH
The Tondagraph GT chronograph Steel Silver Black
features a 42-mm case, forged in polished and
satin-brushed stainless steel and boasting a water
resistance of 100 meters. Its silver-and-black
dial adorned with clou triangulaire texture has
rhodium-plated indices treated with black
luminescent coating.

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Silver and black
Index: Rhodium plated appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou
Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating
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Steel silver black

Steel silver black

PFC906-0000140-B00182

PFC906-0000140-X01482

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Calibre: PF043
Total dimensions: 13 ¼ ‘’’ – Ø 30.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 45 hours
No. of components: 443
No. of jewels: 56
Thickness: 7.4 mm

Diameter: 42.00 mm
Thickness: 13.7 mm
Material: Stainless steel
Water-resistance: 100 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective
sapphire
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TONDA GT CHRONOGRAPH COSC
Following up on last year’s Tondagraph GT chronograph
Rose Gold Blue, Parmigiani Fleurier adds the
Tondagraph GT Rose Gold Silver Black. Like the steel
model, it is offered in two executions, mounted on
either an integrated, ergonomically crafted bracelet
or a textured black rubber strap. At 42 mm in diameter,
its 18ct rose gold case boasts a meticulous array of
polished and brushed finishing and its fluted bezel
frames the striking, high-contrast dial.

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Silver and Black
Index: 18 ct rose gold appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché
Clou Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating
Rose gold silver black
PFC903-1500140-X01482

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Silver and Black
Index: 18 ct rose gold appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating
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DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Rose gold silver black

Colour: Blue
Index: 18 ct rose gold appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou
Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

PFC903-1500140-B10082

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF071-COSC
Total dimensions: 13 ½’’’ - Ø 30.6 mm
Frequency: 5 Hz – 36’000 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 65 hours
No. of components: 331
No. of jewels: 42
Thickness: 8 mm

Colour: Blue
Index: 18 ct rose gold appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “Guilloché Clou
triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

Diameter: 42.00 mm
Thickness: 14.3 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 100 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective
sapphire

Rose gold blue
PFC903-1500340-X03182

Rose gold blue
PFC903-2020001-200182
COLLECTION 2022
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MOVEMENT PF043

MOVEMENT PF071-COSC

The PF043 automatic caliber features an annual
calendar, chronograph, big date and small seconds.
Its delta-shaped hands feature black luminescent
coating indicating hours and minutes, a small second,
two subdials for the chronograph function, and a big
date aperture at 12 o’clock. It is water resistant to 100m,
has a 45-hour power reserve, and is finely finished
with Côtes de Genève stripes.

The in-house Caliber PF071, a COSC chronometercertified movement based on Parmigiani’s groundbreaking and GPHG award-winning Caliber PF361 and
storing a 65-hour power reserve. Parmigiani Fleurier
takes pardonable pride in the technical refinements that
maximize this elite caliber’s efficiency, as well as its toplevel haute horlogerie decorations.

Encased in the TONDA GT CHRONOGRAPH STEEL

Encased in the TONDA GT CHRONOGRAPH COSC GOLD

COLLECTION 2022
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“The stunning interlocking details of
a snowflake, the spirals in a shell, or the
delicate arrangement of seeds in
a sunflower. All these examples illustrate
the golden ratio, the perfect proportion
between two measurements or volumes,
defined by the ratio of 1 : 1.618.”

Michel Parmigiani

TONDA GT
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TONDA GT

COLLECTION 2022

TONDA GT
Parmigiani Fleurier brought the
elegance and fine craftsmanship of
its timepieces into a new and sportier
echelon of luxury with the launch
of the Tonda GT collection in 2020.
The collection garnered immediate
success and widespread acclaim
from the aficionado community for
its timeless design, which brought the
Tonda’s luxuriously refined look into
a more mainstream, daily-wear arena.
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The Tonda GT and its more
complicated sibling, the Tondagraph
GT, derive their case shape and
other design cues from 2016’s Tonda
Chronor Anniversaire, which not only
featured Parmigiani Fleurier’s firstever in-house integrated chronograph
caliber but also famously took home
the award for best Chronograph Watch
at the 2017 Grand Prix d’Horlogerie de
Genève (GPHG).

The two newest additions to the Tonda
GT collection both hail from the Tonda
GT Chronograph sub-family, though
each reference offers a subtly different
series of useful functions, technical
capabilities, and aesthetic charms.
What unites them visually are their
dials, in the classical bicolor style of a
silvered main dial and a trio of black
subdials. The juxtaposition of these
two colors brings the series a further
purity of design and a fresh, stylish
execution that evolves naturally from
the first generation of the Tonda GT.

The Tonda GT Chronograph Steel
Silver Black has a 42-mm case in
polished and satin-brushed stainless
steel and water resistant to 100
meters. Its silver-and-black dial hosts
rhodium-plated indices treated with
black luminescent coating. Like
its predecessor with a black dial,
the watch houses the automatic
Guided by the same Golden Ratio
Caliber PF043. Far from being just a
principles applied to that milestone
chronograph, the watch is actually
timepiece, Tonda GT models feature
something much more special,
updated teardrop-shaped lugs for
offering the rare horological pairing
increased ergonomics, an integrated
of a chronograph with an annual
bracelet in the same material as the
case, and fluted bezels that trace their calendar. The familiar Delta-shaped
hands display the time while the date
ancestry to the brand’s iconic Toric
appears prominently in a large double
series. The dials host a decorative yet
understated clou triangulaire guilloché aperture at 12 o’clock. Subdials at 9
and 6 o’clock host the chronograph
motif, along with the openworked
readouts and the 3 o’clock subdial
Delta-shaped hands that have
simultaneously displays the running
become a hallmark of the Parmigiani
seconds and the month. As in
Fleurier portfolio.

all annual calendars, it requires
adjustment only once per year, from
February to March. The beautifully
decorated movement, with its 22ct
gold rotor, is on display behind a
sapphire caseback, providing a power
reserve of 45 hours.
Evolution in the service of legibility
has long been a watchword at
Parmigiani Fleurier and the Tonda GT
Chronograph Steel Silver Black edition
features another example: the orange
numerals and details that appeared
on its black-dialed predecessor
have been replaced with highercontrast elements in white.

COLLECTION 2022

Following up on last year’s Tonda
GT Chronograph Rose Gold Blue,
Parmigiani Fleurier adds the Tonda GT
Chronograph Rose Gold Silver Black.
Like the new steel model, it is offered in
two executions, on either an integrated
bracelet or a textured black rubber
strap. At 42mm in diameter, its 18k rose
gold case boasts a meticulous array
of polished and brushed finishing and
its fluted bezel frames the striking,
high-contrast dial.
Inside the Tonda GT Chronograph
Rose Gold Silver Black, and visible
through a sapphire caseback, is the
in-house Caliber PF071, a self-winding,
COSC-certified movement that
stores a 65-hour power reserve in its

double barrels. Parmigiani Fleurier
takes pardonable pride in its technical
refinements as well as its elite, Haute
Horlogerie decorations. The integrated
chronograph function uses a column
wheel rather than a cam, for smoother
operation, and a vertical clutch rather
than a horizontal one, which increases
accuracy by enabling the chronograph
to start without an initial jolt. The
movement incorporates a cross-bridge
instead of a single attachment to better
stabilize the balance, whose high
frequency of 36,000 vph (5 Hz) means
the stopwatch can measure intervals
up to 1/10 second. Few modern
chronograph calibers can boast this
level of accuracy.

Both new Tonda GT Chronograph
editions speak to the growth of the
sport-luxury series within the larger
Parmigiani Fleurier universe of
timepieces. Envisioned as a value
proposition relative to the larger
collection, the Tonda GT offers
impeccable mechanical watchmaking
at a price point that attracts a new
set of consumers.

While this version of the Tonda GT
does not include annual calendar
functionality, it features the big date
as an additional integrated feature,
rather than a modular addition, which
makes for better technical reliability.
Like all Parmigiani Fleurier movements,
Caliber PF071 is enhanced with
chamfering and polishing done by hand,
sandblasted surfaces, a sunray pattern
on the 22k gold oscillating weight, and
beautifully hand-finished bridges. Every
component is made within the walls of
Parmigiani Fleurier’s watchmaking hub,
making it a true manufacture caliber.
COLLECTION 2022
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TONDA GT AUTOMATIC

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Colour: silver with black subdial
Index: hand-applied 18-ct rose
gold appliques
Finishing: guilloché clou triangulaire
Hands: Skeletonized delta-shaped

Dimensions: 42 mm
Thickness: 11,2 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 100 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective
sapphire

Steel silver black cyclope

Rose gold silver black cyclope

PFC910-0000141-B00182

PFC910-1500140-B10082
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MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF044
Total dimensions:
Frequency: 4 Hz - 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 45 hours
No. of components: 274
No. of jewels: 33
Thickness: 5,3 mm

Colour: silver with black subdial
Index: hand-applied 18-ct rose gold
appliques
Finishing: guilloché clou triangulaire
Hands: Skeletonized delta-shaped

Steel silver black cyclope

Rose gold silver black cyclope

PFC910-0000141-X01482

PFC910-1500140-X01482
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TONDA GT STEEL
The Tonda GT family features a 42 mm case, forged
in polished and satin-brushed 18ct rose gold, and
boasting a water resistance of 100 meters. Its silverand-black dial adorned with Clou Triangulaire texture
has rhodium-plated black indices. The familiar deltashaped hands tipped with black coating display the
time while the date appears prominently in a large
double aperture at 12 o’clock.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 42.00 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Thickness: 11.2 mm
Water-Resistance: 100 m
Glass: ARunic anti-reflective sapphire
Back: Sapphire

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Black
Index: Rhodium plated appliques
with luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

Rose gold blue
PFC910-1500340-B00782
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Steel silver black
PFC910-0000210-B00182

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Colour: Blue
Index: 18 ct rose gold appliques with
luminescent coating
Finishing: “guilloché Clou Triangulaire”
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

Caliber: PF044
Total dimensions: 30.0mm
Frequency: 28,800 Vph (4 Hz)
Winding: Automatic Winding
Manufacture Movement
Power reserve: 45 hours
No. of components: 274
No. of jewels: 33
Thickness: 5.3mm

Rose gold blue
PFC910-1500340-X03182

Steel silver black
PFC910-0000210-X01482
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MOVEMENT PF044
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The PF044 automatic movement, which is finely
finished, has a power reserve of 45 hours, and is water
resistant to 100m. This magnificent timepiece is finely
finished with Côtes de Genève stripes and features a
solid gold oscillating weight.
En cased in TONDA GT AUTOMATIC,
TONDA GT STEEL
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“Restoration is my time of knowledge.
It gave me the confidence and inspiration
to pursue my watchmaking dreams.”
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Michel Parmigiani

TONDA
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TONDA AUTOMATIC
The Tonda Automatic, newly
presented with a fully-paved diamond
Grain d’Orge or barleycorn dial
setting, is a refined tribute to feminine
elegance — a jewelry watch for those
who appreciate beauty as well as
essential substance.
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The clear and harmonious lines of
the Tonda Automatic in 18ct rose gold
or 18ct white gold instantly reveal
its eye-catching dial. The dial paved
with diamonds was designed in the
manner of a pointillist painting, in
which a painter fills his canvas with
small, distinct dots of color, applied in
patterns to form an image. Parmigiani
Fleurier “paints” with diamonds, using
more than a thousand precious stones
of different sizes to adorn the dial and
the case. All the diamonds are certified
F-G color and VVS, an exceptional and
rare standard of quality in the industry,
bringing the signature Grain d’Orge
motif to life.
Translate this motif into a unique
diamond setting for the dial was a
difficult challenge for the Maison, as it
involved highlighting the Grain d’Orge
pattern with a diamond “snow” setting
that uses diamonds of seven different
diameters, set in a very limited space
on the finely patterned gold dial.

Delicate Composition
Each of the two gold models boasts
a total of 979 brilliant-cut diamonds
set on its dial, evoking fine waves
undulating over the large dial surface
and highlighting the complexity of the
diamond setter’s work. The bezel and
the lugs are also set with a total of 70
brilliant-cut diamonds, while the crown
is adorned with a cabochon, in either
blue sapphire on the white gold model,
or white opal on the rose gold model.
Beauty finds its perfect proportions
in this 36mm jewelry watch, which
is unmistakably formal yet elegantly
discrete. Inside is a self-winding
manufacture movement, Caliber
PF310, with a 50-hour power reserve
and a 22ct rose gold rotor whose
engraved Grain d’Orge guilloché
pattern echoes the dial. The elegant
alligator leather strap, blue for the 18ct
white gold version and grey for the 18ct
rose gold version, is crafted by Hermès.
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TONDA AUTOMATIC
The Tonda Automatic fully paved with diamonds was
designed as a painter would imagine filling his canvas
using the technique of pointillism (a technique of
painting in which small, distinct dots of color are
applied in patterns to form an image). Parmigiani
Fleurier draws with diamonds using more than a
thousand diamonds of different sizesto adorn the
dial and the case. All these precious stones certified
F-G color and VVS, an exceptional and rare standard
of quality in the industry, bring the signature Grain
d’Orge motif to life.
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MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF310
Winding: Automatic
Total dimensions: Thickness: 3.9 mm
Frequency: 28,800 Vph (4 Hz)
Power Reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 189
No. of jewels: 28

Each of the two gold versions boasts a total of 979
brilliant-cut diamonds set on the dial, thus forming a
delicate composition evoking fine waves undulating
over the large dial surface which highlights the
complexity of the diamond setter’s work carried out
on the piece. The bezel and the lugs are also set with
a total of 70 brilliant-cut diamonds. The crown
is finally adorned with a cabochon in either blue
sapphire on the white gold model, or white opal
on the rose gold model

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Rose gold-plated,
skeletonized leaf-shaped
Finishing: full set Grain d’Orge
pattern with 979 diamonds,
F-G VVS – 1.21 cts
Color: white
Index: 18 ct gold blue
PVD-plated PF logo

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hands: Blued stainless steel,
skeletonized leaf-shaped
Finishing: full set Grain d’Orge
pattern with 979 diamonds,
F-G VVS – 1.21 cts
Color: white
Index: 18 ct gold blue
PVD-plated PF logo

Rose gold

White gold

PFC802-2120001-300181

PFC802-2120002-300181

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 36 mm
Material: White gold and rose gold
Thickness: 3.9 mm
Water-Resistance: 30 m
Glass: anti-reflective sapphire
Back: sapphire glass
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TONDA METROPOLITAINE
AVENTURINE GALAXY
With its refined aesthetics, the Tonda Métropolitaine
cannot fail to impress with its elegance and sobriety.
This creation, with its superbly crafted automatic
movement, features a modern urban style that
embodies today’s active woman to perfection.

Ø 33 mm
Rose gold set
PFC800-1510320-HA3181

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
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Ø 33 mm

Thickness: 8.65 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire
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Rose gold set blue
PFC273-1062500-B10002

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF310
Total dimensions: 10 ½’’’ – Ø 23.9 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 189
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 3.9 mm

Colour: Blue aventurine
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Polished
Hands: “Leaf” shaped

Ø 36 mm
Rose gold set
PFC801-1510320-HA3181
Ø 33 mm
Rose gold set blue
PFC273-1062500-HA3121
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TONDA METROPOLITAINE
To reflect the fact that every woman is unique,
Parmigiani Fleurier presents a sumptuous new
Tonda line, available in different versions to fulfilll
every desire. The manufacture’s watchmakers
have struck a delicate balance between technical
accomplishment and the finest jeweller’s art,
offering exceptional variations enhanced with
diamonds, aventurine, lace and mother-of-pearl.

Parmigiani Fleurier presents a new Tonda
Métropolitaine version with a feminine timepiece
that marries a white mother-of-pearl dial with a
diamond-set bezel. The Tonda Métropolitaine Rose
Gold Set White Mother-of-Pearl combines the
iridescent reflections of organic material with the
brilliance of mineral material.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Thickness: 8.65 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire
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Ø 33 mm

Ø 33 mm

Rose gold set white mop

Rose gold set white mop

PFC903-1500140-B10082

PFC273-1063300-HC6121

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF310
Total dimensions: 10 ½’’’ – Ø 23.9 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 189
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 3.9 mm

Colour: White Mother-of-pearl
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Mother-of-Pearl
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

Ø 36 mm

Ø 33 mm

Rose gold set white mop

Rose gold set white mop

PFC801-1510020-HC6181

PFC903-1500340-X03182
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TONDA METROPOLITAINE
RAINBOW
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TONDA METROPOLITAINE
REINE DE MAI

The new Tonda Metropolitaine 36 mm watch
highlights the beauty of Earth’s colors thanks to its
rainbow bezel of baguette-cut gemstones and its
blue Opal dial. This iridescent timepiece is limited to
5 pieces worldwide.

Parmigiani Fleurier continues to showcase its
dedication to métiers d’art and high watchmaking
with the launch of the Tonda Reine de Mai collection.
Inspired by the bucolic landscape in Switzerland
surrounding its manufactures and the flowers found
there, it combines Parmigiani Fleurier’s commitment
to in-house manufacturing, fine finishings, and artistry.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: Ø 36.00
Thickness: 9.95 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

Dimensions: Ø 36.00
Thickness: 9.95 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF310
Total dimensions: 10 ½’’’ – Ø 23.9 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 189
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 3.9 mm
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DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Blue
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Polished
Hands: “Leaf” shaped

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: White
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Polished
Hands: “Leaf” shaped

Rose gold rainbow set blue opal

Rose gold set white mop

PFH282-1200200-HA1441

PFH801-1510020-B10302

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF310
Total dimensions: 10 ½’’’ – Ø 23.9 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 189
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 3.9 mm
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TONDA METROPOLITAINE
SELENE
The Tonda Métropolitaine Sélène rose gold is an
elegant and refined creation. If the reference to the
lunar phases adds a poetic touch, enticing you to
daydream, it is also a feminine interpretation of a
great mechanical watchmaking classic. It is both
style and substance.
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DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Abyss blue
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Azur outer, MOP
lacework center,
opaline counters
Hands: Delta-shaped with
luminescent coating

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: White Mother-of-pearl
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Azur outer, gold
lacework center, opaline
counters
Hands: Skeleton Delta-shaped

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 33.7 mm
Thickness: 9.6 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

Rose gold set white mop

Rose gold set blue

PFC283-1063300-HC6121

PFC283-1062500-HA3121

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF318
Total dimensions: 11 ½’’’ – Ø 26.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 205
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 4.7 mm
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TONDA SELENE

TONDA SELENE
AVENTURINE GALAXY

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Thickness: 9.5 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

Thickness: 9.5 mm
Material: 18ct rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: White Mother-of-pearl
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
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Ø 33 mm

Ø 33 mm

Rose gold set white mop

Rose gold set aventurine

PFC810-1510020-HC6181

PFC810-1510320-HA3181

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF318
Total dimensions: 11 ½’’’ – Ø 26.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 205
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 4.7 mm

Caliber: PF318
Total dimensions: 11 ½’’’ – Ø 26.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 205
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 4.7 mm

Colour: Blue aventurine
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Polished
Hands: “Leaf” shaped

Ø 36 mm
Rose gold set white mop
PFC811-1510020-HC6181
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MOVEMENT PF310

MOVEMENT PF318

The development of the PF310 automatic movement,
launched in 2014, was a watchmaking feat.
Manufactured entirely within the Parmigiani Fleurier
watchmaking centre, the steps involved in its
production were designed to guarantee consistent
quality in each and every piece. The accuracy and
solidity of this caliber were given particular attention,
making it extremely reliable.

The Caliber PF318 is an automatic-winding mechanical
movement. Its two series-coupled barrels ensure
50 hours of autonomous and exceptionally regular
operation. Its pendulum beats at a frequency of 28,800
vibrations per hour. Comprised of 205 components,
this caliber combines the display of hours, minutes,
seconds and the date with the lunar phases. Its moonphase mechanism is driven by a gear set in motion
by the hour wheel, which turns twice as slowly as the
former does. Thus, once every 24 hours this gear drives
the moon disk by means of a flexible blade integrated
into the centre of its wheel.

Encased in the TONDA METROPOLITAINE SELENE,
TONDA SELENE,
TONDA SELENE AVENTURE GALAXY

Encased in the TONDA AUTOMATIC 36MM DIAMONDS,
TONDA METROPOLITAINE AVENTURINE GALAXY,
TONDA METROPOLITAINE,
TONDA METROPOLITAINE RAINBOW,
TONDA METROPOLITAINE REINE DE MAI
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TORIC
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TORIC
The Toric Hémisphères Rétrograde
is the ultimate traveller's timepiece.
With its two time zones, it allows
any two locations to be paired, and
correct to the nearest minute. It even
allows those locations with a halfhour or quarter- hour difference to be
paired with full hour times set from
the Greenwich meridian. Featuring a
knurled bezel, the signature Toric case
was the first creation designed by
Michel Parmigiani in 1996.
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It was a restored piece that inspired
Parmigiani Fleurier to add the GMT
complication to its collection.
Parmigiani Fleurier's restoration
workshops had been entrusted
with a pocket watch containing two
movements inside one case, each
responsible for its own time zone. This
sparked a desire to create a timepiece
that incorporated the same accuracy
of display in the reduced space of a
wristwatch case, with a single caliber
controlling two time zones, each
accurate to the nearest minute. The
Tonda Hémisphères released in 2010
was a world first, and in 2017 the brand
extended this exceptional movement
to the Toric collection.
The Toric Hémisphères Rétrograde
uses a module indexed to the main
movement to govern the second time
zone. By pulling out the small crown
at 2 o'clock, the module is disengaged

from the movement, meaning it can be
adjusted independently of the second
time zone, to the nearest minute.
When the crown is pressed back in,
the movement and module re-engage
and the second time zone is re-indexed
to the first so that they operate
simultaneously. The main crown at 9
o'clock winds the movement and sets
the time in the paired time zones. Each
of the time zones is associated with a
window, which provides the day/night
indication so that the time of day can
be read instantly for each time zone.
The self-winding Caliber PF 317 also
features an instant retrograde calendar,
indicated by the third central hand. As
it moves towards the last days of the
month, the hand activates a spring that
drives it back to number 1 with great
force, so quickly that it can’t be seen
with the naked eye. The movement’s
double series-mounted barrel improves
isochronism and rate regularity and
offers a power reserve of 50 hours.
The Toric Hémisphères Rétrograde
features a rose gold case and a
grained white dial. The movement
is entirely decorated with Côtes
de Genève, circular-grained to the
highest standards, and incorporates
an 18ct rose gold guilloché rotor. The
Toric Hémisphères Rétrograde was
awarded the Travel Time Watch Prize
at the GPHG in 2017.
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TORIC

TORIC HÉMISPHÈRES
RÉTROGRADE

CASE SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions: 42.80 mm
Thickness: 11.86 mm
Material: Stainless steel and
rose gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire
DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Slate
Index: Rose gold plated appliques
Finishing: Hand-guilloche
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Rose gold slate

Colour: Blue
Index: Rhodium plated
Finishing: “Guilloché Grain de riz”
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating
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PFC493-1000200-HA1242
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Steel blue
PFC901-1020001-300182

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Grained white
Index: Rose gold plated appliques
Finishing: Grained snailed counter
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Caliber: PF317
Total dimensions: 15 ¾’’’ – Ø 35.6 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 316
No. of jewels: 28
Thickness: 5.4 mm

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Black
Index: Rose gold plated appliques
Finishing: Opaline, snailed counters
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating

Rose gold grained white
PFC493-1002400-HA1442

Steel black
PFC493-0001400-XA1442
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TORIC QUALITÉ FLEURIER
The Toric Qualité Fleurier comes with a promise:
that of unrivalled craftsmanship and timekeeping
performance. Established by Michel Parmigiani in
2004, Fleurier Quality certification has become the
most demanding certification in the watchmaking
world, and represents a brand of unquestionable
prestige for the Toric – the first watch ever created
by Parmigiani Fleurier.
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White gold silver guilloché

Red gold silver guilloché

PFC422-1200100-HA1441

PFC422-1600100-HA1441

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF331-QF
Total dimensions: 11 ½’’’ – Ø 25.6 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz – 28’800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 55 hours
No. of components: 220
No. of jewels: 32
Thickness: 3.5 mm

Dimensions: Ø 40.8 mm
Thickness: 9.5 mm
Material: 18ct white gold
and red gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire
DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Silver
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: “Guilloché Grain de riz”
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating
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TORIC QUANTIÈME
PERPETUEL RÉTROGRADE
Parmigiani Fleurier has taken one of the very finest
complications – the perpetual calendar – and placed
it at the heart of its most classic, timeless watch: the
Toric. With a precision moon phase and retrograde
perpetual date, this watch is the most complex and
accomplished of calendar timepieces.

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Grained white
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Grained
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating
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TORIC TOURBILLON
Parmigiani Fleurier is proud to introduce the
new Toric Tourbillon Slate, a distinguished
timepiece representing the quintessence of
refined watchmaking.

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

CASE SPECIFICATIONS

Dimensions: Ø 42.5 mm
Thickness: 12.1 mm
Material: 18ct red gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

Dimensions: Ø 42.8 mm
Thickness: 9.45 mm
Material: 18ct red gold
Water-resistance: 30 m
Back: Sapphire
Glass: Anti-reflective sapphire

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Slate
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: “Guilloché Grain de riz”
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating

Red gold grained white

Red gold slate

PFH427-1602400-HA1241

PFH479-1600200-HA1241

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

MOVEMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Caliber: PF333
Total dimensions: 12’’’ - Ø 27.0 mm
Frequency: 4 Hz - 28.800 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 50 hours
No. of components: 414
No. of jewels: 32
Thickness: 5.5 mm

Caliber: PF517
Total dimensions: 14 ¼’’’ – Ø 32.0 mm
Frequency: 3 Hz – 21’600 A/h
Winding: Automatic
Power reserve: 48 hours
No. of components: 207
No. of jewels: 29
Thickness: 3.4 mm

DIAL SPECIFICATIONS
Colour: Slate
Index: 18-ct rose gold appliques
Finishing: Hand-guilloché
Hands: Javelin-shaped with
luminescent coating
Red gold slate
PFH427-1600200-HA1241
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MOVEMENT PF317

MOVEMENT PF331-QF

The Caliber PF317 with automatic winding allows
for two time indications to be read, which can be
independently adjusted down to the minute. Each time
zone is associated with a day-night display. It is also
fitted with an instant retrograde date indicated by the
third central hand. Its two series-coupled barrels ensure
50 hours of autonomous and exceptionally regular
operation. Its pendulum beats at a frequency of 28,800
vibrations per hour. Comprised of 316 components,
this sophisticated caliber is decorated according to
the highest Haute Horlogerie standards, with superbly
angled, beaded and Côtes-de-Genève-decorated bridges
and plate. Its oscillating weight is of 22 carat gold that
is delicately engraved and stamped with the initials PF.

The Toric Qualité Fleurier is equipped with the PF331
automatic movement with a power reserve of 55 hours.
The unique feature of this movement is its seriesmounted double barrel, which helps to stabilise the
distribution of energy and ensure its transmission to
the regulator at a constant level. The movement features
spectacular finishes, as required by Fleurier Quality
certification: a 22-carat gold oscillating weight and the
crossed “Côtes de Genève” decoration on the bridges
complete the fine craftsmanship of the piece.
Encased in the TORIC QUALITE FLEURIER

Encased in the TORIC HEMISPHERE RETROGRADE
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MOVEMENT PF333

MOVEMENT PF517

The caliber PF333 is a self-winding mechanical
movement. Its two series-coupled barrels ensure
excellent rate regularity and a power reserve of 50
hours. An additional module governs the calendars:
both the date and moon calendars. The caliber PF333
is decorated to the highest Haute Horlogerie standards,
with superbly bevelled and circular-grained main plate
and bridges, both featuring Côtes de Genève decoration.
Its gold oscillating weight is delicately engraved and
stamped with the initials PF.

The ultra-thin PF517 movement, comprising a platinum
micro-rotor, bridges with côtes de Genève decoration,
and flying tourbillon, was developed following in-depth
studies by the Manufacture’s master watchmakers.
To keep the piece as slim as possible, the tourbillon was
in fact integrated in the movement’s main plate. The
position of the tourbillon at 7 o’clock on the dial is a
nod to the brand’s founder, Michel Parmigiani, who was
born at 7:08 am on December 2nd, 1950.

Encased in the TORIC QUANTIEME PERPETUEL
RETROGRADE
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Encased in the TORIC TOURBILLON
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“Restoration gave me the confidence
I needed to pursue my watchmaking
dreams, despite my naysayers”
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Michel Parmigiani

Parmigiani Fleurier
Rue du Temple 11
Fleurier 2114, Switzerland
+41 32 862 66 30
info@parmigiani.ch
www.parmigiani.com
© 2022 Parmigiani Fleurier
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